


Natural disasters and climate change  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had a bad storm at the weekend and A tree came down on one of our buildings. It’s made me more conscious than ever of what we are doing to prevent climate change and ‘save the planet’.So something bad happens and I wonder what I can do to prevent more bad things happening.Apparently I am like every other consumer -the 2019 Pulse of the fashion industry report states THE Strongest Triggers for conscious behaviour regarding sustainability are NATURAL DISASTERS -  49%CLIMATE CHANGE EFFORTS – 50%



Climate change and 4 sustainable 
development goals 

Safeguard precious water, look after our oceans , use clean energy & to be 
responsible consumers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If every natural disaster it is a trigger to get us to consider sustainability  - that is an opportunity.Here are 4 sustainable development goals ( Pulished by the UN in 2015 ) that directly impact on our textile industry .They are -  to use clean energy  - to protect our natural water supplies – to look after our oceans and to make and consume less.When it comes to textiles we have a challenge 



Goal 7 Affordable and clean energy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Textiles is regarded as a highly polluting industry ( De Brito et al 2008)The annual greenhouse gas emissions from textile production is 1.2 billion tons per annumIf the industry does not adapt some estimate that it will use up a quarter of the world’s carbon budget by 2050.



Goal 6 - Clean water and sanitation   

The Citarum River Indonesia – Half red with dye waste water  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Textile dyeing is the second largest polluter of clean water in the world.According to the World bank 20% of water pollution comes from textile dyeing and treatment.



Goal 14  Life below water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Synthetic materials such as polyester and acrylic cause global plastic pollution.A single wash can release 700,000 microfibers, many of which end up in the sea, turning our oceans into a ‘big plastic soup’.(Dr.  Andrew Brooks lecturer in Development Geography at Kings College London University   ‘Clothing Poverty’ in 2015)



Goal 12 Responsible consumption & production

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disposal of textiles and clothing is largely inefficient. Around 50 truck’s worth of used clothing ends up in landfill every day in the UK.Historically less than 1% of disposed clothing has been converted into new products – so is there anything we can do as fabric shops to help ?



Sustainability is our opportunity 

Care for the environment and responsible consumption are 
an opportunity .
By acting responsibly we can attract new customers and reassure existing 
ones thereby safeguarding our long term profitability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumers want to buy from businesses who can the seen to be doing their bit to save the planet.And that is our opportunity Research from 3000 respondents in 5 different countries  UK, France, Brazil China and the US produced the following -published by the Pulse of the Fashion Industry report 20191. 75% of consumers regard sustainability as important or very important 2. Mentions of sustainability in social media increased a third faster than overall social media growth between 2015 and 20183. More than a third of consumers report they have switched from their preferred brand to another because it credibly stands for positive environmental and or social practices4. More than 50% of consumers pledge to switch brands in future if another brand is more environmentally friendly than their preferred one.This same report suggested 4 concrete actions that I think we can take to be more ‘sustainable’ - 



A 4 point sustainable action plan for fabric shops 

• 1. Buy and sell more eco friendly materials – including recycled fibres.

• 2. Know where our fabric has come from - or find another way to give our 
customers confidence that it is grown and processed without exploiting our 
planet and our workers.

• 3. Ensure that the fabrics we stock do not have dangerous chemicals in 
them and preferably were not processed with harmful chemicals 

• 4. Encourage and celebrate responsible consumption 



1.Offer Eco Friendly Fabrics 

Natural fibres 
shaded in grey 

Cotton  

Bast Fibres  -Flax, 
hemp, jute 
ramie and bamboo

Wool & Silks

Manufactured fibres 
shaded in white

Natural polymers- ie
viscose, acetate,
milk, soy bean and 
crabshell

Synthetic polymers-
ie polyester, nylon 
and acrylic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our customers already prefer natural fibresThe problem with cotton The opportunities presented by baste fibres



Cotton the king of natural fbres

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cotton 90%Land that could be used for foodWater -  - 40% shortfall by 203010,000 and 20,000 gallons of water to make a pair of jeans15% Insecticides and pesticides – harm fertile land in longer termpoor working conditions



Man made fibres like nylon and polyester  -
are they more sustainable ?

Jeans - 100% Cotton
Water use 10-20,000 gallons 

Energy use 70MJ/kg 

Patagonia - Nano Puff
100% recycled 
polyester shell 
Insulation 55% 
recycled 

Water use 69 litres 

Energy use 26MJ/kg
approx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This nylon jacket uses a fraction of the water required to make a pair of jeans and less enery.Note that the Nano Puff is made out of recycled fibre.Recycled fibre uses 80% less energy than making the same product out of virgin fibre.



Eco Friendly Fibres - Flax Hemp and Ramie

Linen – made from Flax 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linen –Flax rough terrain unsuitable for food.Ramie - fast growing - harvested up to 6 times in a good year.It does not require pesticides or herbicides to grow healthily.Hemp grows twice as fast as Flax It is sometimes grown the year prior to a flax crop to keep the land free of weeds.These are bast fibres.  They are all described as sustainable because their cultivation requires little irrigation or treatment and their impact on the soils is low.But they are not perfect.  The problem is the processing and the worst culprit is bamboo



Bamboo – is it sustainable ?

Jersey or 
Linen ?

It can make 
a difference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In theory, bamboo textiles should be one of the most sustainable options. Bamboo grows rapidly, needs very little water, fertilizer, or pesticides- Getting from Bamboo fibre to soft jersey is a chemical ridden process. Bamboo linen – mechanical – expensive but better for the planet.



Viscose, Lyocell and Tencel – what is sustainable?

Lyocell is processed from wood pulp like viscose

Jacket in Lyocell from H&M’s garden collection 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Viscose is made from wood pulp -  carbon disulphide can be toxic for workers and the waste water, if untreated is toxic for the environment.Lyocell is also a wood based fibre.  It is made through new methods where the chemicals used have a low toxicity. These chemicals and are recycled in a closed loop process where the waste water is re used.Pure bright no bleaching Tencel is a branded type of Lyocell.



Recycling fibre to fibre 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rampanui don’t just offer an organic cotton t shirt for £19 they dye it with water based dyes and they accept it back for recycling when you have finished with it.The new process is called re cycling fibre to fibre and it may be the future Cotton and other natural fibres are recycled by shredding the fabric and then re spinning the fibres into new yarns. Energy savingWe have just sourced poly cotton recycled jersey, French terry and fleece.Here are the samples. It is not as cheap as conventional versions but we believe it is the future.From materials to provenance 



2. – knowing where our fabric has come from 
– the traceability challenge 

Cotton Oxford Shirt from Asket.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Andrew Whale head of product technology and sourcing at Debenhams predicts we are all going to become more interested in where our fabric comes from.  Just like the food industry. So how easy is it to trace where our cotton shirt comes from ?On the demand side their vision is a world with less clutter,  less waste and reduced wardrobes.This oxford shirt is 86% traceable.fabric mill – shirt manufacturing Cotton farm challenge The tag line on the bottom right hand side for ‘raw materials’ reads Cotton -  farmed in San Joaquin Valley USA,  ginned in USA – researching origin. So why is it so complicated ?



Why tracing the raw material can be complicated 

10 Ginners feed one spinner 
3 Spinners feed one end user 

1 End User Verner Frang

20 Farmers  feed 1 Ginner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was the challenge facing a small Swedish trading company Verner Frang who specialised in high quality cotton yarn.They sold the yarn to Fabric Mills in Europe.Their supply chain was in just one country -  Peru.They only had one product -  cotton yarn.Working backwards through their supply chain – their yarn came from 3 spinners.Each spinner was fed by approximately 10 ginners Each ginner was fed by 20 farmers So the number of small farmers contributing to Verner Frang in just Peru was potentially 20 x 10 x 3 =  300 Farmers In other words tracing where the cotton came from was a huge task and they were only sourcing from one country.So what is the challenge facing a fabric shop buying ranges of fabrics from several different suppliers ?



Cotton supplied from more than one region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is only a schematic diagram and it is actually quite simplified but it shows the challenge when we ask ‘where does the cotton come from ?’Of course there is not just one grower of cotton – there are thousands of small growers.There are lots of ginners – many more than the 6 in Region A  shown in this diagram There are also many more spinners.All these are feeding hundreds of thousands of fabric mills producing woven or knitted fabric.So how does anyone know where the cotton comes from and whether it is grown with more or less pestcides or more or less water in better working conditions ?The only answer from a fabric shop’s perspective is to source fabric certified by a third party -  and that means using fabric standards.One of the better known standards is ‘organic’ or more specifically the GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD 



GOTS - Another approach to traceablity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOTS -  the Global Organic Textile Standard has tackled the issues surrounding water use, pestcides and herbicides and working conditions head on.It checks the entire supply chain.Every process is monitored from Farm to finished fabric or garment.no herbicides or pesticides low impact dyes and inks wastewater is treated properlywater use is monitored.70%rule It is a rigorous standard – some would argue it is too rigorous and therefore too niche to be commercial and scaleable.There are other less comprehensive organic standards shown in the next slide and it is worth understanding the differences.



Three Organic Standards – easy to get 
confused

A contents and processing standard  
GOTS  - minimum 70%  organic 

Just a contents standard –
Organic 100 - minimum 95% organic

Blended – from 5% organic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarise GOTS is a contents and processing standard.Why Organic 100 and Organic Blended is different The Organic Content Standard is simply as content claim standard – just tracking the organic content not the processing unlike GOTSSo is the Organic Blended Standard worth having ?As less than 1% of all cotton is organic it is impossible for GOTS certified organic cotton or Organic 100 to be more than a niche product. All three standards rely on third party verification and to that extent they are at this point more rigorous than the Better Cotton Initiative.



Better Cotton Initiative – is this a standard?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a world wide initiative to reduce the pesticides and herbicides and water used to grow cotton without banning them completely. They do this by providing training on more sustainable farming practices- using less herbicide and pesticide and less water.Most of the largest brands have signed up to the Better Cotton Initiative. Names you might recognise include Burberry C&A Fat Face H&M Ikea Levis Strauss M&S  Next Tommy Hilfiger United Colours of Benetton  And  John Lewis 2020 targets Better Cotton  will be 30% of global cotton production 5 million cotton farmers trained in more sustainable practices 10% of all cotton produced globally will be sourced as Better Cotton But this is an education programme and crucially we are being asked to judge them on the number of their members not on a defined standard. They say they are working towards a Better Cotton Standard but it is not yet published.So are these targets worth the paper they are printed on as there is no third party marking their homework.It is a multi million pound marketing programme.. Just because the end product has a BCI logo it does not mean we have any idea where it comes from.  All it tells us is that the company who used the logo has joined the Better Cotton Initiative marketing programme.



Recycling  fibre to fibre  - is this the future ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This standard does cover processing and it is traceable If a product has the Global recycled standard the supplier will know exactly where and how it was processed.This standard guarantees low chemical inputs, limited environmental impact and good working conditions. It is a new process but the unofficial conclusion is that this is an exciting new opportunity for the textile industry, to be taken up by the big fashion brands.



3. Ensuring that the fabrics we offer do not 
have dangerous chemicals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard 100 not a processing standard -  it is a content standard or rather an absence of harmful chemicals standard.Crucially it means that the fabrics with the Oeko Tex 100 lable are safe to use for babies and children.As well as being sure that the fabric does not contain harmful chemicals, it will also have been put through a suck test using artificial saliva to ensure the dyes are set properly.It is a well known and well respected standard but its objectives are limited to ensuring that fabrics are safe, not that the processes used to create them are eco friendly or socially responsible.I have a personal examplebamboo jersey that is Oeko tex Standard 100.All I can guarantee is that it is safe to wear.not that the process to turn it from stalk to textile did not use heavy duty chemicals that are bad for the environment.Oeko Tex Step was published in 2013 this is an environmental standard chemicals used to process the fibre & factories social welfare standard.It is the environmental standard but I have not yet seen it when sourcing fabrics.The only processing standard I have seen regularly is GOTS -  which might explain why organic cotton is trending on social media.So much for standards -  what about responsible consumption ?



Recycling  with SCAP – sustainable clothing 
action plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This consumer campaign called scap the sustainable clothing action plan aims to to reduce the environmental impact of clothing across the UK.It covers every part of the life cycle of clothes . It wants us to care and repair our garments.Rachel Strauss founder of an annual awareness campaign, Zero Waste Week says knitting and sewing classes are starting across the country as younger generations seek to re discover the lost skills of repairing clothes.So if you don’t yet have a sewing group for ‘Make do and Mend’ – it may be worth considering. It might not appear the obvious route to selling more fabric but is this an opportunity to reach out to new customers and crucially to a younger generation who want refashion and upcycle their wardrobes.



The fast fashion rebellion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zara -  fast fashion pioneers -  design produce display in 15 days.  And clothes only stay on racks a couple of weeks before they are removed forcing customers to buy now or lose the opportunityBut journalists, charities and consumers are starting to ask where does it go and to publicise some fairly alarming statistics. We are buying five times as many outfits as we did in the 1980’s. It is estimated that 50 truck’s worth of used clothing ends up in landfill every day  Oxfam recently publicised the issue of fast fashion and waste through its #Secondhand September campaign asking shoppers to say no to new clothes for 30 days.This  is a fast fashion rebellion and there are good reasons for it -  treasuring our clothes helps the planet.



How keeping our clothes longer helps the 
planet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mistra Future Fashion tracked the life cycle of 6 garments from farm to final incineration for 8 years. – From 2011 – 2018 It was a hugely complicated and expensive research programme involving 50 industry partners  and costing approx. GBP9million Key finding -  twice as many uses per garment life cycle eliminated almost 50% of impact on the planet regardless of what the garment was or the fabric it was made out of,  IN other words if we kept each garment twice as long as we do at the moment we can reduce  our carbon footprint by 49%So how is this relevant to our customers who make their own clothes ?



The slow fashion movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In September 2019 there was a headline  in the fashion e-magazine ‘parade.com’What is the ‘Slow Fashion’ Movement everyone’s hashtagging on Instagram?It turns out that that an Instagram hashtag search yielded over 4 million results and here is parade.com’s advice how to take slow fashion from an idea to a practise.Clean out your wardrobe – just keep the items you want to continue wearing.  If you want to keep wearing something that is the most sustainable thing you can do.Donate the garments you no longer want  -When you need something look for higher quality Shift your purchases away from companies that aren’t doing anything for the environment towards those that are at least on the road to doing better In particular slow fashion concerns slowing down the clothing consumption rate. Slow fashion garments are made of high quality materials, are built for longevity and eschew passing trends . This is also about keeping traditional methods of clothing making techniques alive that provide meaning and value to the clothes we wear. We are part of this – people who make clothes themselves are keeping these skills alive.  They are giving meaning and value to the clothes they make and they are keeping them for longer.Now is the moment to make the argument for quality materials to our customers. Cheap multiple purchases are not what we are about.  We sell a beautiful product that you the customer spend time making into something of meaning and value that you intend to wear again and again and possibly pass on to someone else.Celebrate the time it takes – we are all part of the slow fashion movement. And that is helping to save our planet.So to recap – here is the opportunity -  a 4 point action plan for fabric shops 



A 4 point sustainable action plan for fabric shops 

• 1. Be on the look out for eco friendly materials including recycled fibres.

• 2. Consider a fabric’s provenance ? Is it produced responsibly.  Is it GOTS ?

• 3. Ensure that the fabrics you stock are safe – ask for oeko tex standard 100 

• 4. Remind our customers that by making something of value to keep and 
cherish they are already doing their bit to save the planet. Celebrate the 
slow fashion movement.
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